Introduction
A software product line (SPL) is a family of related program variants that share a common code base [5] . In the commonly encountered software development cycles, software product variants often evolve from an initial product developed for and successfully used by the first customers. When software variants become numerous, switching to a rigorous software product line engineering (SPLE) process is a solution to tame the increase in complexity of all engineering tasks. To switch to SPLE starting from a collection of existing variants, the first step is to mine a feature model that describes the SPL. This further implies to iden- 1 This work has been funded by grant ANR 2010 BLAN 021902 tify the software family's common and variable features. Manual reverse engineering of the feature model for the existing software variants is time-consuming, error-prone, and requires substantial effort [14] . Assistance tools may be of great interest in this task. In our previous work [2] we have presented an approach for feature location in a collection of software product variants based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). Our approach identifies functional features through the identification of their respective implementations which consist of object-oriented building elements (OBEs) of the source code such as packages, classes, attributes, methods or method body elements (local variable, attribute access, method invocation). Our hypothesis is that optional (resp common) features appear in some but not all (resp all) variants, thus they are implemented by OBEs that appear in some but not in all (resp. all) variants. Then our proposal consisted in dividing the OBE set in some specific subsets: The Common Block of OBEs (CB) and a set of blocks composed of variables OBE (Blocks of Variations, denoted as BVs). In a second work [1] we extended our first approach to gain more precision on the sets of OBEs candidates to be the implementations of features. We split the common block and the blocks of variation using lexical similarity between OBEs, through the Latent Semantic Indexing technique (LSI). In this paper, we investigate a new approach, inspired by our previous results, which consists in enhancing the use of FCA and LSI, with the use of structural dependencies between OBEs. We consider only variants whose variability is expressed by the existence or not of some packages and classes (i.e., variability is expressed through packages and classes). Based on our previous experience on the case studies, we found that a feature was at most implemented at package or class levels (e.g., ArgoUML-SPL and Mobile Media variants are expressed at package and class level respectively). Our approach is detailed in the remainder of this paper as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the background needed to understand the proposal. Section 3 shows an overview of our approach. Section 4 presents the feature mining process. Section 5 describes the experiments that were conducted to validate our proposal. Section 6 discusses the related work, while section 7 concludes and provides perspectives for this work.
Background
This section quickly introduces Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and the structural dependencies between object-oriented building elements which we consider relevant for our approach.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
Galois lattices and concept lattices [7] are core structures of a data analysis framework (Formal Concept Analysis) for extracting an ordered set of concepts from a dataset, called a formal context, composed of objects described by attributes. In our approach, we consider the AOC-poset (for Attribute-Object-Concept poset), which is the suborder of the concept lattice restricted to object-concepts and attribute-concepts. AOC-posets scale much better than lattices. The interested reader can find more information about our use of FCA in [2] .
Latent Semantic Indexing
LSI is an advanced Information Retrieval (IR) method. The heart of LSI is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique. This technique is used to mitigate noise introduced by stop words (e.g., "the", "an", "above") and to overcome two classical problems arising in natural language processing: synonymy and polysemy [9] . We chose LSI (see [1] ) because it already had positive results in addressing maintenance tasks such as concept location [12] and recovery of traceability links between source code and documentation [10] . LSI assumes that all software artifacts are in textual format. Then, it computes the lexical similarity between two software artifacts based on the cosine similarity matrix (cf. Section 4.2.2). The interested reader can find more information about our use of LSI in [1] .
Structural similarity
Using structural dependency information contained in source code has been proposed in [10] to increase the precision and recall of an IR method. When the candidate links were correct, then the dependency information could help locate additional correct links. Our process is based on the identification of object oriented building elements (OBEs) and their relationships which include inheritance, composition, invocation relationship, etc. We will use a coupling metric which measures the degree to which classes are linked to one another. Such coupling is an indication of the connections between elements of the object-oriented design [8] . It also measures the degree of interdependence and interaction between modules. Another definition is "Coupling is a measure of the association, whether by inheritance or otherwise, between classes in a software product" [4] . Though coupling is a notion from structured design, it is still applicable to OO design at the levels of modules, classes and objects. We are concerned only with coupling between classes and we will consider these main dependencies [8] 
Approach Overview
This section provides the main concepts and hypotheses used in our approach for mining features from source code. It also shortly describes the example that illustrates the remaining of the paper.
Key ideas
In this paper we focus on the mining of functional features. We consider software systems in which functional features are implemented at the programming language level (i.e., source code). We also restrict to OO software. Thus, features are implemented using object-oriented building elements (OBEs) and we restrict our study to packages and classes. We consider that a feature corresponds to one and only one set of OBEs. We also consider that feature implementations may overlap: a given OBE can be shared between several features' implementation. In this paper we rely on structural similarity between OBEs to refine the splitting of blocks, which was done in our previous work only through lexical similarity. For two OBEs the structural similarity is based on coupling (cf. Section 2.3). Whether two OBEs (i.e., classes) are structurally similar depends on the degree of coupling between these OBEs. Thus structural similarity between each pair of OBEs is computed based on the coupling measures.
Features versus Object-oriented Building Elements: the Mapping Model
Mining a feature from the source code of variants consists in identifying a candidate group of OBEs that constitutes its implementation. This group of OBEs must either be present in all variants (case of a common feature) or in some but not all variants (case of an optional feature). As the number of OBEs is large, mining features requires to reduce this search space. Our proposal consists in dividing the OBE set in specific subsets to obtain candidates for the common feature set -also called common block (CB) -and several optional feature sets (Block of Variations, denoted as BVs). Optional (resp. common) features appear in some but not all (resp. all) variants, they are implemented by OBEs that appear in some but not in all (resp. all) variants. Based on the lexical and structural similarity between the OBEs we identify atomic blocks of variation (ABV) (i.e., optional feature) amongst each BV. A BV is thus composed of several ABVs. The same process applies for common features: we identify common atomic blocks (CAB) from CB based on the lexical and structural similarity between the OBEs. A CB is thus composed of several CABs. All concepts we defined for mining features are illustrated in the OBE to feature mapping model of Figure 1 . 
An Illustrative Example
As an illustrative example, we consider five drawing shapes software variants. This software allows a user to draw seven different kinds of shapes. Drawing shapes software variants represent a small case study (e.g. version 5 consists of 8 packages, 25 classes and 600 lines of code) 2 .
The Feature Mining process
The mapping model between OBEs and features defines associations between these features and blocks of OBEs. The process takes the variants' source code as its input. The first step of this process aims at identifying BVs and the CB based on FCA (cf. Section 4.1). In the second step, we rely on structural similarity to determine the dependencies between OBEs (cf. Section 4.2.1). In the third step, we rely on LSI to determine the lexical similarity between OBEs (cf. Section 4.2.2). In the fourth step, we rely on lexical and structural similarity (cf. Section 4.2.3) to determine all possible similarity links between OBEs. Finally these similarity links are used to identify candidates atomic blocks based on OBE clusters (cf. Section 4.2.4). 
Identifying the Common Block and Blocks of Variation
The technique used to identify the CB and BVs relies on FCA. First, a formal context where objects are product variants and attributes are OBEs is defined (cf. Table 1 ). The corresponding AOC-poset is then calculated. The intent of each concept represents OBEs common to two or more products. As concepts of AOC-posets are ordered, the intent of the most general (i.e., top) concept gathers OBEs that are common to all products. They constitute the CB. The intents of all remaining concepts are BVs. They gather sets of OBEs common to a subset of products and correspond to the implementation of one or more features. The extent of each of these concepts is the set of products having these OBEs in common (cf. Figure 3) . 
Mining Features from CB and BVs
The CB and BVs might implement several features. Identifying the OBEs that characterize a feature's implementation thus consists in splitting the CB and the BVs in smaller sets that we call atomic blocks. Atomic blocks are identified based on the calculation of the similarity between the OBEs of a block. In this paper we consider lexical and structural similarity. Atomic blocks are clusters of the most similar OBEs. These clusters are built with FCA as detailed in the following.
Measuring OBEs' Similarity Based on Structural Dependency
Structural similarity is used to capture and represent the dependencies between classes of a block. We use a Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM), which is a square matrix in which the classes being analyzed correspond to the rows and columns. An entry in the matrix indicates that the class on the corresponding column depends on the class on the corresponding row. Dependencies on the diagonal, from upper left to lower right, are not of interest because they would only indicate that an item depends on itself. In DSM, a character '×' means that a dependency exists (cf. Table 2 ). We used a class DSM to represent the dependency among classes in the common block and inside each block of variation. We use the structural relations that are introduced in Section 2.3. For example, in the dependency structure matrix (cf. 
Measuring OBEs' Similarity Based on LSI
In order to apply LSI, we build a corpus that represents a collection of documents and queries. In our case, each class in CB and BVs represents both a document and a query. To be processed, the document and query must be normalized (e.g., all capitals turned into lower case letters, articles, punctuation marks or numbers removed). The normalized document generated by analyzing the source code of a class is split into terms and, at last, word stemming is performed.
To create a document for each class, we must consider all useful information that describes the class (i.e., package name, class name, attributes names, methods names and method body elements names, e.g., parameter name, local variable name, method invocation name, attribute access name). The most important parameter of LSI is the number of chosen term-topics. A term-topic is a collection of terms that co-occur frequently in the documents of the corpus. We need enough term-topics to capture real term relations. In our work we cannot use a fixed number of topics for LSI because we have blocks of variation (i.e., partitions) with different sizes. The number of term-topics (# term-topics) is equal to "K * N ", where K is a variable, its value depends on the size of each BV and N is the number of columns of the term-document matrix that is generated by LSI [1] . To compute similarity between each pair of OBEs in the CB and BVs and produce Lexical Similarity Matrix (LSM), we 
proceed in two steps: building the cosine similarity matrix, transform cosine similarity matrix into the Lexical Similarity Matrix. The interested reader can find more information about these two steps in [1] . Cosine similarity matrix: Similarity between OBEs is described by a cosine similarity matrix [9] which columns and rows both represent vectors of OBEs: documents as columns and queries as rows. In our work, we consider the most widely used threshold for cosine similarity to be 0.70 [9] . Cosine similarity matrix is a numerical matrix encoding similarity. As an example, in the cosine similarity matrix, the OBE "Class (ArcSettings Drawing.Shapes.Arc)" is similar to the OBE "Class (ArcAngle Drawing.Shapes.Arc)" because their similarity value is 0.97, which is greater than the threshold. However, the OBE "Class (Text Drawing.Shapes.Text)" and the OBE "Class (ArcSettings Drawing.Shapes.Arc)" are not linked because their similarity is 0.12, thus less than the threshold. In this example, the K value for this BV (i.e., Concept 1) is equal to 0.29 (i.e., the number of topics in this block is equal to 2). Transform cosine similarity matrix into the LSM: LSM is a square matrix (cf. Table 3) where each entry c i,j represents a lexical similarity between class i and class j higher than a chosen threshold (here 0.70). The diagonal entries (c i,i ) always have value '×' to indicate that a class is similar to itself. We used class LSM to represent the lexical similarity between classes in the CB and for each of the BVs. Table 3 shows the formal context (i.e., LSM) obtained by transforming the similarity matrix corresponding to the BV of Concept 1 from Figure 3 . 
Measuring OBEs' Similarity Based on Lexical and Structural Similarity
To combine both lexical and structural similarity between OBEs in the common block or blocks of variation we introduce what we call a combined matrix. A combined matrix (CM) is a square matrix which integrates the previous two matrices. In other word, this matrix represents both DSM and LSM between a set of classes. The CM is an adjacency matrix where a cell represents a link between two classes based on the structural or lexical similarity ((cf. Table 4) ).
All possible links between OBEs are considered in this matrix. The combined matrix of Table 4 also constitutes the formal context which is used as input for applying FCA in the next step. 
Identifying Features Using FCA
We then use FCA to identify, from each BV and from the CB, OBE sets the elements of which are similar based on lexical and structural similarity. The interest of FCA for this task is to help extracting concepts which represent mutually similar OBEs. For the drawing shapes example, the AOC-poset of Figure 4 shows two atomic blocks of variation (that correspond to two distinct features) mined from a single block of variation (Concept 1 from Figure 3 ). The same feature mining process is used for the CB and for each of the BVs. 
Experimentation
This section presents the case studies in which we apply our approach. We present the evaluation metrics in this section. We also describe our prototype implementation and, at last, we present the feature mining results and threats to validity of our approach. Table 5 characterized by metrics LOC (Lines of Code), NOP (Number of Packages), NOCl (Number of Classes) and NOCo (Number of Couplings). Evaluation Measures: In order to evaluate our approach and based on our knowledge about software variants and their features (i.e., OBEs for each feature) we have used three measures: precision, recall and F-Measure [3] .
Recall is the percentage of correctly retrieved OBEs to the total number of relevant OBEs, while precision is the percentage of correctly retrieved OBEs to the total number of retrieved OBEs. F-Measure defines a tradeoff between precision and recall so that it gives a high value only in case where both recall and precision are high. Implementation: To analyze product variants source code and extract OBEs we used the Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT) which is based on Eclipse AST (Abstract Syntax Tree). JDOM library is used to present OBEs for each software variant in XML format. For applying FCA we used the Eclipse eRCA platform 6 ; eRCA is a framework that eases the use of Formal and Relational Concept Analysis. For the purpose of our approach, we developed our LSI tool 7 . The FeatureIDE 8 plugin is integrated to represent the feature models of software variants 9 .
Result: Table 6 summarizes the obtained results. For readability's sake, we manually associated feature names to atomic blocks, based on the study of the content of each block and on our knowledge on software. Of course, this does not impact the quality of our results. Results The results of this evaluation showed that most of the features were identified and proves the scalability of our feature mining approach. In our approach we use a variable K with different ratios to determine the number of topics in each block. The column (K) in Table 6 shows the K value for each feature. Figure 5 shows the mined feature model for ArgoUML-SPL. The mined feature model consists of optional and mandatory features with only one level of hierarchy and without cross-tree constraints and groups of features constraints.
Figure 5. ArgoUML feature model
In our previous work [1] , we applied experimentation on Mobile Media and ArgoUML software variants based on the lexical similarity only. Comparing with our new results when we combine both lexical and structural similarity we find that all evaluation measures now have values quite higher than lexical similarity alone (cf. Table 7 ). This is especially true for recall measure; with our new proposal, we get all OBEs that compose the feature and recall measure value is 100% for all features (except cognitive support where its value is 99%).
Threats to validity: One threat to the validity of our approach is that we only investigate product variants in which the variability is represented in the packages or classes without considering software variants where the variability is represented in the method level or in the method body level. In this paper, we use different software variants. Fortunately, in the three softwares, there is a common vocabulary which helped us in having good results from the lexical similarity. As another limitation of our approach, developers might not use the same vocabularies to name OBEs across software variants. This means that lexical similarity may be not reliable (or should be improved with other techniques) in all cases to identify common and variable features.
Related work
In our previous work [2] we present an approach for feature mining in a collection of software product variants based on FCA by distinguishing between the common block and blocks of variation. We extended our previous work [2] by splitting blocks of source code elements based on the lexical similarity [1] . In this paper we rely on the lexical and structural similarity to mine features. The results showed that the combined approach is better than the lexical similarity alone. Rubin et al. [11] present an approach to locate optional features from two product variants' source code. They do not consider common features and limit their proposal to two variants. The approach proposed by Ziadi et al. [14] is the closest one. They identify all common features as a single mandatory feature. However, they do not distinguish between optional features that appear together in a set of variants. McMillan et al. [10] propose an approach to identify traceability links between source code and documentation by combining both textual and structural analysis. Yang et al. [13] analyzed open source applications for multiple existing domain applications with similar functionalities. They propose an approach to recover domain feature models using FCA, concept pruning/merging, structure reconstruction and variability analysis. Duszynski et al. [6] describe a framework for the analysis and visualization of similarities (i.e., commonalities) and variations (i.e., variabilities) across related software variants based on clone detection.
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we proposed an approach for mining features from object-oriented source code of software product variants based on lexical and structural similarity. We have implemented our approach and evaluated its produced results on three case studies. Results showed that most of the features were identified. In this paper, we manually associated feature names to atomic blocks, based on the study of the content of each block. As a future work we plan to automatically propose feature names for the atomic blocks. We also plan to use the mined common and variable features and the lattices to automate the building of the studied software family's feature model with its constraints.
